
INTRODUCTION 
“The Golden Land" where people still follow their age-old rural lifestyles, imbued with Buddhist 
and animist religious traditions. In the news recently: Rakhine state on the west coast, the deadly 
clashes between ethnic Rakhine Buddhists and Rohingya Muslims, and the wretched treatment 
of the Rohingya. Burma is a land of beauty and brutality, a land on the brink of a transition 
to…what?  
 

 
 
Burma is a country on the cusp of change, a country that has been more or less frozen since the 
military coup in 1962 but has begun to modernize from 2011 with a slow transfer of power to 
civilian leaders. Predictions are it will become the next hot destination and Rangoon Asia’s next 
boom town. So Rob and I jumped on a chance to join Viking River Cruise’s very first trip there: 
New Year’s Eve, 2013 to mid-January, 2014. We are in love with river cruising, we’ve done a 
lot of it with various organizers. And the chance to see a place about to emerge from a time-warp 
was irresistible. A place of which we knew little other than my uncle served at WWII’s The 
Hump, the eastern end of the Himalayan Mountains over which they flew military transport 
aircraft from India to China and worried about the Burma Road—and never talked about it. And 
who could forget The Bridge on the River Kwai (there’s a new film, The Railway Man) about the 
infamous road. And what we’d read about Nobel Laureate Aung San Suu Kyi, daughter of the 
assassinated hero general (1962), and her resistance to the military government from inside her 
family home in Rangoon. And there are literary tropes…. 
 
OK, I prefer to call it Burma and the former capital Rangoon—but the modern tourist would go 
with Myanmar and Yangon. I’m still in sync with Kipling and Orwell (Burmese Days, published 



in 1934, was George Orwell’s first book and draws on his stint as a policeman in colonial Burma 
gaining insights into the workings of a police state).  
 
Kipling's "Road to 
Mandalay" is in fact the 
great river Irrawaddy 
(also Ayeyarwady), a 
great highway of 
commerce flowing from 
the confluence of the 
N'mai and Mali rivers 
in the north and flowing 
almost straight south 
before emptying 
through the Irrawaddy 
Delta into the Andaman 
Sea. Its drainage area of 
about 255,081 km² 
covers a large part of 
the country. As we 
traveled down the Irrawaddy I imagined what it would have been like to travel down the Nile 
before it was dammed; fertile borders rich in agriculture and settlements, enriched year to year 
by flooding for millennia.  
 
BACKGROUND/BEWARE INFO 
Read or skip on to On the River and Touring Rangoon 
 
The Irrawaddy does not flow to Rangoon, but west. The British built a canal, but the military 
government hasn’t loosened up (yet)—or maybe it’s just too expensive—for tourist boats to 
cross from Rangoon to the river. So our trip demanded we disembark upriver and make a nine-
hour bus trip down the “National Highway” to the city. Trips going upriver leave Rangoon and 
bus north to board. My advice is to wait until this issue is resolved in favor of using the canal as 
Burma’s infrastructure is rudimentary, roadside facilities are primitive—think flying tourist 
without a bathroom. There is tremendous investment to come, and come it will. It’s a trade-off: 
see Burma before it changes, or put up with discomfort. We opted for the former. 
 
So, our trip, a group of sixty, began in Thailand, in Bangkok. Only three or four airlines serve 
Burma so for (most) Americans, fly to Bangkok. Rob and I prefer Cathay Pacific which goes via 
LA/Hong Kong to Bangkok on a convenient schedule, meaning you can arrive late morning and 
not at midnight which wastes a hotel night. We spent a few days there, then flew Bangkok 
Boutique Airline non-stop to Mandalay where we boarded our river boat. Heavily into teak 
(gorgeous), it had cabins on two decks (small, roughly 160 square feet), a spacious dining room, 
and atop, a large open-air lounge plus a small enclosed bar (and cappuccino machine), where we 
spent most of our time while on board.  The en-suite cabin bathrooms were generous in space, 
well equipped; you had to forgive the erratic hot-water flow. But we weren’t there for luxury; we 



were there for exploration, knockout views, and a sense of adventure. In truth the down bits 
helped bond us as a group. 
 
The guide book is Lonely Planet’s Myanmar (Burma) from Dec. 2011. I’m sure it will be 
updated and new ones from other publishers will emerge as Burma rapidly becomes a travel 
destination and cruise ship stop. I admired the write-ups and recommendations but Lonely Planet 
targets the fit, the adventurous, and the prepared so use it with discretion. 
 
Plan ahead: you will each need a Visa. A travel group will help, or you can do it yourself. Allow 
enough time. You will need cash, American dollars, singles, in crisp condition. Do not expect to 
find ATMs or to use credit cards often. Cash is king. If going on your own you may be able to 
prepay hotels and such. Tickets: if going alone, trains and planes can be erratic, trains not 
comfortable. I wouldn’t consider driving but there are local buses. Beware: Burma now drives on 
the right but a serious number of buses and cars are set up for left hand drive still. Meaning the 
driver can’t see to pass. On the buses there is a seat to the left of the driver for a lookout.  
 
Best advice: unless you are a Lonely Planet sort of traveler, go with some kind of organized 
(small) tour which includes a rising number of river cruise companies, alumni travel, etc. You 
can’t read the language, let alone speak it. And while many Burmese speak English, don’t expect 
it. Sadly for Burma, which had a brutal colonial experience, it did not keep the British 
administration structure, as did India. So much of what made things work fell apart and into 
disuse after the war and especially after the 1962 coup. But be aware that traveling with any 
organized group or using state-run or owned facilities supports the still oppressive government. 
Still, your first obligation is to yourself, to be safe and to enjoy the trip. 
 
If you are thinking of going: consult a medical travel clinic or doctor. We go to the fine one at 
Mayo. You will need anti-malarial drugs, updates for Hep A&B, tummy meds (different strain in 
Burma, so pay attention), any medication you might need (forget picking up something at the 
local pharmacy). Depending on the season, there’s more (I recommend going Nov.-March, out of 
the rainy season and low for malaria and Japanese encephalitis). If you are at all asthmatic or 
have breathing issues, take disposable masks and asthma medicine. Bandaids, Bactine, bug 
repellant, sunscreen. You can buy treated clothes or visit REI and buy sprays. A sun-shading hat 
is essential.  
 
Burma is a conservative Buddhist country. A huge part of visiting is to enter temples, shrines, 
sacred places. All require bare feet: no socks as well as no shoes. Take sandals or slip-ons, don’t 
forget bandaids for cuts. In countries like Japan you can ditch shoes and keep on socks or foot 
covers of some sort. Not in Burma. Be prepared. Hats should come on and off easily also. 
Cameras, mostly OK but in some instances you must pay to take photos, a mini-license. Burma 
is paradise for photographers, glorious sunrises and sunsets, views, structures, stuff. 



 
SO WHAT DID WE DO AND SEE? 
With all that out of the way, what a great trip! I’m going to leave Bangkok and Thailand for a 
separate write up which they deserve 
 
Our group included avid photographers. At trip’s end Rob created and fellow traveler Barbara 
(Canadian, not me) organized a web site where anyone could post photos. You can visit it and 
check them out – but not comment. You’re just a photo tourist.  The best URL to pictures of 
Myanmar is: https://vikingrivermyanmarcruise.shutterfly.com/pictures/13 
 
ON THE RIVER IRRAWADDY 
We entered Burma at the Mandalay airport mid-afternoon 
(expect inevitable flight delays). Our ship was not docked in the 
city but outside so we toured some sights en route. We’d been 
to pagodas/temples in Bangkok. Burma is in the Chinese, not 
the Hindu, tradition, reflected in the art. Famous is the 
Mahamuni Pagoda with its serene gold-leaf statue of the 
Buddha. Women are not allowed into the inner sanctuary but he 
is easily admired from outside. Thus only men can apply gold 
leaf to the Buddha. Notice how uneven the gold skin thus is by 
going here to a series of excellent photos of this Buddha. And 
see him just below. 

https://vikingrivermyanmarcruise.shutterfly.com/pictures/13
https://www.google.com/search?q=mahamuni+buddha+temple+mandalay&rlz=1C1CHFX_enUS488US488&es_sm=93&tbm=isch&imgil=S8shxfPUnxMHyM%253A%253Bhttps%253A%252F%252Fencrypted-tbn1.gstatic.com%252Fimages%253Fq%253Dtbn%253AANd9GcQl_7AoWeIVXjZkyUauXXG_PpMkTEi741DRmmz


 
A word about bells. They are large, mostly cast in bronze. They don’t hang high but are put in a 
kind of standing-frame with the bell’s bottom close to the ground. To strike one—they don’t 
have clappers—requires taking a heavy piece of wood and hitting the bell with the blunt end. It 
can take a lot of strength. Here at Mahamuni is a place to get in practice. Other opportunities are 
frequent, and fun. Shwedagon Pagoda in Rangoon comes at the end when you’re in practice for 
its bells. 
 
Here we meet up with the pink-robed nuns and the crimson-robed monks for which Burma is 
noted. A large percentage of youth spend time as one or the other, part of their education. They 
are mentored by senior monks and nuns. And can freely choose to leave the religious life (I think 
at about 20) to pursue secular lives. One of our women guides said she was such a rebel as a teen 
that her parents sent her to a monastery to learn self-discipline. 
 
Gold leaf can be bought and applied to statues, sort of like lighting candles in churches as an act 

of piety, remembrance, solidarity…  So sometimes you see 
carvings that are partially gilded or look as if they have some 
kind of skin disease. As in the Mahamuni Pagoda Buddha here. 
Beating gold into the hair-thin sheets cut into squares is a 
traditional Burmese craft along with lacquerware, teak carving, 
silk weaving, marble carving (today power-tool assisted and 
generating clouds of marble dust which makes you shudder as 
few of the artisans employ any kind of breathing protection). 
Here’s another reason to equip yourself with drug-store 
breathing masks before you go. 
 
It’s tough for poor Burma to support such a large number of the 
religious. The economy runs on agriculture, fishing, bustling 
markets everywhere, river commerce/moving goods and people, 
and on natural resources especially towards the north, beyond 

our trip’s scope. Agriculture runs on real basics like hand and ox soil-turning, humans carrying 
heavy water cans from the river up to the crops along the 
banks. Many people live in riverside villages or (seasonal?) 
camps. Their primary fuel is charcoal so each morning a 
smoky haze arises from all the campfires. We didn’t get 
from the river to see if canals or other irrigating systems 
were in effect, water collected in the rainy season, etc. 
Most settlements we visited had a communal water-jar set 
up: river water collected in large pottery jars and allowed 
to settle. 
 



There’s a bureaucracy, military, security forces, education workers. The development of tourism 
would be huge. However, as our guides pointed out, it’s important tourists buy things, anything 

really, and not hand out money or candy or 
anything that teaches begging. We visited a lot of 
markets in towns and villages, many tourist sites, 
artisan workshops, and focused on buying goods, 
postcards, handicrafts, small (or in some cases as 
at a wonderful lacquerware factory, large) works 
of art. The stone pieces were seductive but not 
portable. Also silk and fabrics. I’m not much of a 
shopper when traveling but I’d have loved more 
time in to buy the latter. And did I mention 
jewelry? All kinds, some fabulous, made of 
stones, marble, jade, shells, perfect for gifts and 

souvenirs.  I came home with a lovely little lacquerware box I use for bits of jewelry, a shell-
studded necklace, and some wonderful silk.  Mandalay is known for stone carvers and its jade 
market. 
 
On to our ship, heavy with teak and leased from a local company. To access, walk down a 
somewhat slippery bank, cross a rudimentary gangplank, and voila. A Welcome dinner, and 
early to bed. 
 

On our second day in Mandalay, once the royal capital, 
we visited the old, moated and walled palace,  home to 
Burma’s last monarch who was deposed under the 
British. The site is huge, faintly reminiscent of The 
Forbidden City, and features various buildings in various 
states of repair and a tower you can climb for vistas. The 
roofs are teak, the interiors 
mostly empty. The wooden 
palace where the last two 

kings, Mindon and his son Thibaw, reigned is a reconstruction of 
the 1859 original that burned during WWII. Before then the capital 
was at Inwa (Ava), destroyed by the 1839 earthquake. And before 
then…  
 
The palace complex is in part of military base, open to foreigners 
only at the East Gate. But the open bits are well worth visiting. Here 
is where tourist dollars would do a lot of good.  The British moved 
the capital south to the port, Rangoon. The current government in 
2004 began to construct, à la Brazil, a brand new capital city, Nay 
Pyi Taw, the only place in Burma with a claim to round-the-clock 
electricity. So far we are told Nay Pyi Taw’s post-modern vibe is no draw compared to Rangoon 
where the tourists and diplomats abide. It was not on our itinerary. 
 



Interestingly, Mandalay is one of the few cities where a tourist can ride a motorbike if you are so 
inclined, and visit its neighborhoods. It’s also become a place of business, dotted with lots of 
little factories, shipping busy along the Irrawaddy. And metro Mandalay is dotted with gold 
pagodas in the distinctive Burmese shapes, some painted, probably a few gilded with gold leaf. 
Many are solid structures one circles rather than enters. In addition to people there are flocks of 
goats, white-horned cows. And, with electricity unreliable and refrigeration chancy, all sorts of 
streetside markets, restaurants, a kind of Burmese food-truck culture for food needs to be fresh 
and prepared daily for immediate consumption. It’s all part of a communal life lived largely on 
the streets, in public. My experience of Asian towns and cities is they are busy, crowded, noisy, 
choked with traffic and fumes, the streets the center of life. 
 

I’m a bit hazy with jumbled memories now, but we also saw, in 
some order, the Shweandaw Golden Palace Monastery with its 
teak carvings, the Buddhist Orphanage Association (which could 
have been another day, but we were able to observe and interact 
with children who gave us a performance), and the Kuthodaw 
Pagoda. 
 
 

This is the “world’s largest book,” enclosing 729 
stupas, each whitewashed and housing a tablet carved 
with a page of the Buddhist canon. The stupas are 
arranged in lines but I’m not sure if this creates a 
linear reading experience if you follow them in order 
or if it’s more a stream-of-consciousness immersion. 
Trees offer shade and visitors can picnic, so it’s also a 
park. I’m told the British, who had a garrison nearby, 
stripped the gold lettering from the text, probably not 

in an act of censorship (for the tablets 
remain undestroyed), but an act of greed. 
They apparently went off with thousands of bronze bells as well. Burma is a place 
where any sense of romance about the British Raj we might treasure from literature is 
shredded: it was a brutal occupation, like that of the Japanese which followed. 
 

Day three was fabulous. In the morning we toured rural Ava, aka Inwa, capital of a Kingdom 
which unified and ruled Burma from the 14th-16th 
centuries. The tour involved pairs of us mounting 
into carts to be pulled along dusty country roads 
bordered with thick vegetation, maybe the 
occasional rice paddy, past ruins reduced in some 
cases to their underlying brick. I recall one listing 
in the manner of the Leaning Tower of Pisa—and 
waiting to tumble one not distant day. It was 
beautiful, peaceful, heart-warming, one of my 
favorite moments in Burma. 
 



 
The day was capped by a visit to Amarapura, 
another former capital. The highlight is the lake 
and the marvelous U Bein Bridge, the world’s 
longest teak bridge at a length of three-quarters of 
a mile. Sunsets in Burma are spectacular. Our visit 
was timed for us to board little boats, be rowed in 
the distinctive stance of the local boatmen—think 
gondoliers standing in the prow using one-leg to 
propel, and arrive at the bridge to view the sunset 
through its pylons. And be served champagne to 
toast each other and the sunset. This was one of 
my two favorite days of the Irrawaddy trip. 
 
The next day we headed downriver to Yandabo, a small village. This was the day of the delay.  
 

The Irrawaddy swells in the rainy season beginning in May. By January 
thus it is running low. It runs over shifting sandbanks, around bends, past 
islands. Navigation is a bitch. So in this 21st century how do they do it on 
this river? One guy has a long bamboo pole marked with different depths 
– think Mark Twain here, “marking on the twine” navigating the 
Mississippi. This bamboo-pole equipped pilot, one each for various 
segments, steps into a small boat powered by an old automobile 
engine/long propeller out the back, and proceeds ahead of our boat, 
taking soundings. Later, in a flash of a moment, one of the boatmen 
started his craft’s engine which ripped loose from the back, flew into the 
river, fortunately without decapitating anyone, and damaged the boat 
enough to fill it with water. Eventually it was junked along a sandbar 
with many other small hulks. This led to our evacuation of our cruise 
boat described below. 

 
 If I remember correctly, we need six feet. If the pilot goes wrong, or our boat swings wide, or 
whatever, it runs into a sandbar. The harder it hits, the more it gets stuck. How to free us? 
 
In time a passing barge agreed to move closer. A rope was employed, but it snapped. The barge 
moved off. And there we were—for about 20 hours. Tied to a tree on the bank in this deserted 
stretch by a rope. Where were pirates?  
 
Here is where it’s important to be equipped with some books and stay calm. Here is where I 

settled into Shona Patel’s delightful debut, Teatime for the Firefly, set in 
Assam, India as WWII is moving close to this isolated land where Burmese hill 
tribes are employed as tea pickers. The bar was stocked, the cappuccino 
machine worked. The sunset and the sunrise were glorious. And it was a 
delightful surprise to finish Shona’s book and learn that she lives in Fountain 
Hills, Arizona! So this read turned out to be work-related. For the evenings’ 
entertainment, the crew put on a traditional Burmese puppet show. This carving 



on a monastery reminds me of the puppets, without the color of their costumes. 
 
Mid-morning the next day two tugs arrived from 
Mandalay and eventually tugged us loose. Our 
day, if we were to make Bagan, the major 
highlight before Rangoon, by dark, was thus 
compressed. I can’t remember at this point if we 
stopped at Yandabo to check out its specialty: 
making pottery, creating and firing it. Yandabo 
historically is the place where the treaty ending 
the First Anglo-Burmese War (1824-26) was 
signed.  
 
 
So, we arrived at Bagan, Burma’s capital from 1044-1287 sited on a plane east of the river where 
a building mania resulted in at least 2000, some say 3000, structures built during its glory days. 
The archaeological zone embraces them; this wealth of listed monuments presents a modern 
vision of how it once was since many have been, haphazardly or at least inauthentically, restored. 
The idea is Bagan as a Burmese Angkor Wat, a major tourist circuit pilgrimage, a photographer’s 
heaven and the place to go early-morning ballooning for exotic vistas.  If you go there on your 
own, there’s a new resort, the Aureum Palace. Travelers with whom I chatted say fly to Bagan, 
skip the train which is rudimentary, a legacy of letting the British infrastructure decay. You 
won’t need a car but prepare for serious walking. I see cruise ships adding Rangoon to their 
itinerary with a day trip to Bagan: by air, which misses the river experience which I think is the 
point of visiting Burma.  
 

The big treats are to climb one of the great 
pagodas to watch either the sunset, 
embracing the river, or to see the dawn 
although it doesn’t come up like thunder 
(Kipling). You can do the balloon thing, 
hire a private guide. We stuck with the 
group for exploration and a sunset view, 
then more exploration the next morning. 
One of the 
great 
pagodas is 

Dhammayangyi, built round his father in his lust to rule. It’s huge 
and windowless, hence dark but flush with frescoes. Legend has it 
this evil ruler was later assassinated. Other monuments include 
Dhammayazika Paya with its viewing terrace (the sunset), and the 
best preserved of the temples, Ananda, from the 11th century. 
 



Depending on your energy, you can do pagodas large and small. Remember, you are (mostly) 
barefoot, showing respect. And you climb a lot in order to catch the various views. Here and 
there commerce is booming, selling a variety of goods to visitors. And Bagan features quality 
lacquerware. We visited a factory, beautifully constructed and appointed, with gardens, displays, 
and a terrific showroom. An hour was not enough to admire the works for sale and choose 
something; defeated I settled for my little rose-lacquered box. Our too-short day didn’t give us 
time to visit the archaeological museum, drat it. 
 
In the afternoon after moving across the river to another sort of quay, an expedition was 
organized to take jeeps up the Tan-Kyi-Taung Mountain to enjoy a spectacular view back across 

to Bagan. There may have been a monastery 
there, I’m not sure as I stayed aboard with 
our elder daughter Margo who wasn’t feeling 
up to jarring and dust. This turned out to be 
brilliant as late in the day, when the travelers 
returned, the village by the mooring put on a 
glorious local dance for us—an elephant 
dance. The elephant is a wondrously 
decorated, bejeweled costume shouldered by 
two men who become its four legs. They 
dance up onto a platform and then sway and 
rear up on front legs and sashay around; it 
was amazingly like watching a real elephant 

and, from the height of the ship’s deck, perfectly viewed, way better than sitting in the 
grandstand erected by the village.  
 
Have I mentioned thanaka? This yellow-hued face paint is, basically, 
Burmese sun screen. It is made from a tree bark available in powdered form 
in jars. You make it into a paste, and you apply it plainly or in designs on 
cheeks, nose, forehead, also neck or chest or arms. Mother’s are quite 
careful to paint their children. Women are generally into it which helps 
explain their gorgeous, nearly wrinkle-free skin. We had some painting 
sessions: it feels cool when applied but eventually it dries and crumbles so 
it’s not good for more than a day. You can check out some designs on this 
charming small child. The leaf pattern on cheeks was my favorite design. 
 
 

Moving out early morning, our day will include 
the Salé Monasteries, old teak structures 
featuring fantastic, gorgeous carvings. Among 
the most spectacular is Yout-Saun-Kyaung, 
build in 1882. Like most buildings in Burma, 
and indeed SE Asia, they are raised off the 
ground on pillars or supports to avoid bugs, 
snakes, animals, flooding. There is thus 
constant stair climbing for visitors. 



 
We see several such wondrous buildings over the course of the trip. 
This one is reached by a walk through, a tour of, some colonial-style 
homes left from the British days and sometimes now occupied by 
Burmese. Burma has remained so poor it hasn’t destroyed this 
architectural heritage by renovating or tearing down to rebuilt. So it’s 
something like Tallinn, Estonia, or Bruges, Belgium, and 
various German towns keeping their medieval heritage into the 
21st century (and thus ripe for big tourist dollars).  Photographing 
the teak, carvings and structures, keeps everyone busy. Someone 
posted helpful signs in “English” as to what some of the carvings 
represent. 
 
In some order before we arrive in Pyay on Day 12 to disembark and ride buses to Yangon, we 

visit a riverside village, Ohn Ne Kyaung, we 
explore by foot. All villages are threaded with dirt 
streets, have compounds where chickens, maybe 
pigs or other domestic animals live with people, 
and are filled with dogs. The dogs seem to be 
mostly the same breed. They’re fierce but leave 
you alone if you stick to the street. Some of the 
village gathers, I think by the school, to welcome 
us, show off the kids’ accomplishments, maybe 
do a little performance. One or a cluster of 
pagodas marks villages, and of course there are 

monks with their begging bowls who must be fed. 
 
Before we reach our next stop, a second delay. Yes, another sandbar. However we’re in reach of 
Magway. The first sandbar stop was annoying; this one has the potential to be dangerous. Why? 
Because the solution is to evacuate us, thus lightening the load and with luck enabling the ship to 
rise and be freed. How to do this? 
 
I mentioned the two tugs that towed us off the first sandbar. This time one arrived, maneuvered, 
and after some negotiation—we all walked the 
plank. Yes, a somewhat mangy plank we 
extended from the tug to our lower deck (or 
vice versa, I missed that part). And we were 
all assisted over it. So, no quite pirates, but a 
touch of them. The tug, best described as a 
two deck rust bucket-of-bolts, had no railings 
around its lower deck. Solution: various men 
ringed themselves around the tug’s deck, 
extending poles hand to hand. A living railing. 
No one fell off the plank or off the deck, so off 
we went downriver a ways. With luck the 
Magway tour would last long enough to 



refloat the boat and let it connect with us on the river bank (as it did). 
 
In Magway, more of a city, we walk into town from the river to visit the large and very busy 
market. It’s filled with food, goods, flowers, and we get first hand looks at betel. The betel nut, 
which is actually the fruit of the areca palm, is a stimulant producing a high, and when chewed 
produces a red juice that its users spit out in streams. You can mistake it for blood. The ritual—
think of rolling a cigarette—involves taking a broad green betel leaf, adding a swipe of mineral-
slaked lime on the leaf which keeps the mixture alkaline and ups sublingual absorption, then 
folding the leaft over the nut into a kind of packet (or quid) before chewing. Some users might 
add a pinch of tobacco, some a pinch of spice or spices, to the betel quid. The lime rots teeth and 
gums so betel chewers have a very high incidence of mouth cancer. On the plus side, the betel 
quid is a breath freshener. If you see photos of people with red-stained teeth, you now know 
why. 
 

Following our morning at the market we meet 
back by the river to get into trishaws for a tour 
around the center, past the gold-painted statue of 
WWII hero General Aung San, assassinated in 
1947 with six colleagues, past local landmarks in a 
great sweep. It’s hot, the trishaw riders show great 
stamina pedaling, and we have a chance to see all 
sorts of commerce at work in shops and 
restaurants lining the roadways. This ride lasted 
over an hour, a sweeping tour. 
 

 
At Minhla, further south, a fort has been preserved high up the bank. It’s built in a classic 
European design, by two Italian brothers, to protect Royal Burma from the British. The views 
from atop the thick walls are panoramic, taking in the river and surrounding landscapes. Then 
one walks to the small town for a bit. I headed into a neighborhood the other direction where I 
came up on tiny portable market: two guys on bikes with a plank for display and baskets of food 
so the housewives could do their daily grocering outside their doors. Remember: no refrigeration 
means daily grocering. 
 
At Thayetmyo, a colonial-era frontier post that once guarded the border between Royal and 
British Burma, we again rode in something, maybe 
trishaws, maybe a horse cart, through streets of colonial 
homes (loved the bookstore at one intersection). Our 
ultimate goal was to visit the once-renowned golf course, 
now gone to seed and nearly unplayable. It was clearly a 
center of the British ex-pat life and boasted via a large 
billboard that members of the club were honorary members 
of the Royal and Ancient at St. Andrews, entitled to its 
perks. Truly this was difficult to envision given its state today and the deplorable club house.  
 



And so we arrive at Pyay, which is on the national 
highway and good sized. A ride into the 
countryside took us to a dig of the Srikshetra 
period (6th to 9th) centuries and a very nice, small 
archaeological museum containing Buddhist 
artifacts and sculpture. The collection was a real 
treat. Back towards the river we stopped at 
Phayargi, an early prototype stupa, where we were 
able to circle the solid structure on its terraces. 
And finally, Pyay boasts the ShweSanDaw Pagoda 
offering great views over the river at sunset.  

 
On our last night with the boat and its crew, they took all the chairs ashore to a lovely sandy 
stretch, built a campfire, brought drinks and food, and created a delightful party in a warm, dark 
night lit by the moon and stars. What a lovely way to end our journey. 
 
I’ll draw a veil over the full day bus ride to Rangoon. There was some interesting countryside to 
view, and some towns. Architectures in glimpse. And traffic! We had a little picnic lunch box 
which underscored the difficulties of 
feeding travelers where refrigeration is 
chancy (contents: a hardboiled egg, a 
small banana). It was sweet. Our guides 
picked up packaged cookies and crackers 
to munch and there was always plenty of 
bottled water. Did I mention that 
Americans visiting Asia should stick to 
bottled water provided by the hotels, ship, 
or guides, and never buy on the street as 
recycling partially used water bottles with 
local water happens? Also some 
enterprising vendors use machines to 
renew fizz so you might think a drink is 
safe. Best drink, beer.  
 
Also, two traps to avoid. Ice, skip it unless guaranteed made with safe bottled water. Brush your 
teeth in bottled water, or be like the British colonials and go with whiskey. Also, keep your 
mouth closed in the shower, and especially if by evil chance you fall into the river! 
 
TOURING RANGOON/YANGON 

Once to Rangoon we saw various points of interest 
including the large Inya Lake to the north and the 
walled/gated home of Aung San Suu Kyi bordering 
Inya. Here’s a photo of the gate at the entrance. The 
story of this Nobel Laureate meant much more once 
we’d spent one evening on board watching the moving 
film, The Lady, about her life, her family, her Oxford 



don husband, and her years confined to her family home there on the lake. I’d go for a better 
screen but you can see it on You Tube. Click here to view. 
 
 
You can only hit some highlights in an evening and full day/second night in the city. We were 
quartered in a Western-style hotel quite central, just a stroll to the famous Scott Market (think 
Istanbul’s Grand Bazaar) which is well worth a visit. I spotted a lovely piece of fabric; an 
enterprising tailor swept it up, promised me a tailored longhi, the Burmese national skirt/trousers, 
generally a large tube of fabric pulled tightly at the waist, wrapped, and tucked in to hold. The 
tailored version has a narrow waist-band sewed on with ties, and is a single swatch rather than a 
tube. So you still wrap, but you can tie it on. The Burmese are tiny, they can do the wrap waist 
without looking pregnant, but the tailored version is kinder to American figures. Anyway, he 
said 20 minutes (it was 30), and cost $9, fabric included. The market mix is wide: fabrics, 
weavings, jewelry, wood carvings, all kinds of artifacts, food stuffs, restaurants, paper goods. 
Most of the market is covered with internal lanes for easier passage from section to section. Scott 
Market is the British name: today it’s the Bogyoke Aung San Market. 
 
Sadly, the National Museum was closed on Mondays. The 2000-year old Sule Paya, the 
milestone, stands in a traffic circle near our hotel. On our walk through some of the central city 
and its mostly unrestored colonial architecture (a 
fight will be on between developers and 
preservationists for sure), we passed Sule Paya. 
Our walk took us down along the Yangon River to 
the Strand Hotel. People with us who’d been to old 
Singapore said The Strand, built in 1901 along the 
riverfront, is more like Raffles (used to be) than 
Raffles is today. High ceilings, central court, fans, 
tea room. We booked a full English tea for 3 PM in the café, pictured here, and it was a 
wonderful echo of a past era. You could also order a full Burmese high tea. There are a few nice 
shops in the hotel also, not as expensive as you might imagine.  
 
The not-to-be-missed visit in Rangoon is to Shwedagon Paya, a national pilgrimage site, 
something like Mecca for Burmese Buddhists. Actually worthy of a world pilgrimage. From the 
stupa’s base on the platform the dome rises 322 feet, solid and cone-like. It is gilded, a practice 
that may have begun in the 15th century. To reach the platform there are four covered walkways; 
elevators are available at the southern and northern entrances, and commerce lines the staircases. 
If you can’t do the walk up, definitely try to walk down for the full experience. 
 

When you arrive outside one of the main entrances to the temple 
platform, I can’t remember which, pause to admire the glorious tree and 
the shrine. All over Burma there are small shrines with trees, part of the 
animism that underlies Burmese life. 
 
The crown jewel, literally, is the 70+ carat diamond mounted at the 
spire’s peak. Which is one of the reasons to visit Shwedagon at sunset. 
If you’re lucky, the rays will catch the diamond which refracts the light 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yiBUVklQgPs


in several colors to all four corners of the temple platform. But even if you don’t get lucky, the 
gold softens and turns rosier as the sun sets and more so when the lights slowly come on. When 
fully lit after dark, it’s a whole different, magnificent experience. Do not miss it, even if you go, 
as you should, as we did, early in the morning. Early and late, both the best times to go as you 
are barefoot, remember, the whole time, and the stone platform will burn your feet. 
 
The platform houses any number of shrines, statues, 
exhibits… so much to see, to photograph, to experience. 
We were fortunate in a terrific exhibit of photography, 
much the easiest way to see the diamond. There’s at least 
one great bell to strike. There are monks everywhere to 
observe. Really, it’s worth hours. If you are with a group 
and your time is limited, take a taxi back around five and 
stay until full dark. 
 

We ended our Burmese 
days with dinner at a local 
restaurant on a small lake (terrible mosquitoes) but with a terrific 
view of Shwedagon which rather like the Eiffel Tower in Paris 
dominates the cityscape. And then the next morning it was off to 
the airport and a flight back to Bangkok. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


